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Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

REPORT FROM THE FIREMAN
Charlie Crabb, Director
Well…we are still waiting for our permit to repair
the tracks from the wash out that occurred two
winters ago. With the delays in the permitting
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included in this issue of our newsletter, the
volunteers have been very busy with a wide range
of projects. Our
diesel locomotive,
the 502, is getting a
complete rebuild.
The 1913, with its
new boiler, is
coming back
together. A new and
improved track
coming off the turn
table is complete.
There has been
considerable work
on drainage near the
roundhouse. Six-wheel trucks have been designed
and built for our new heavy haul car (the car, being

process, I was concerned that our volunteers would
lose interest. However, it seems the opposite has
occurred. As you can see from the pictures that are

built by students at Cal Poly, is nearly complete).
We have installed a new compressor to serve the
shops. There have been dozens of other projects that
have improved the facilities and rolling stock.
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DOWN BEHIND THE RAILWAY
It is great to see the efforts being put in by the
volunteers. Cal Poly is fortunate to benefit from
thousands of hours of volunteer time that has made
it possible to not only run the trains but to improve
the infrastructure necessary to keep the trains
running. Of course, we would all prefer to see the

With your President, air monkey & car-barnist.
Reynold ‘Fitz’ FitzPatrick
RGBFitz@aol.com 650.737.9584
My Fellow Swantoons:
Nominations in October and elections in
November. This, being an even numbered year, the
Society offices are President – Fitz, Second VP –
Pete, Fourth VP- Randy, and Secretary – Sue.
Nominations will take place as part of our General
Meeting on Saturday October 13 .
th

Elections will take place the following month at the
second General Meeting of the year.

trains running but the down time has resulted in
some significant improvements that will benefit us
in the long run.
If you are reading this newsletter you probably have
an interest in Swanton Pacific Railroad. If that
interest includes making some time to volunteer to
help ensure the trains keep running, I would
encourage you to make a point to join us on a work
weekend. During the winter months the volunteers
gather at Swanton Pacific on the second Saturday of
the month, with most staying for the entire
weekend. We would like to have you visit so you
can see first-hand what we are up to … and if you
have the time, stay and help out with one of many
projects we have underway. That would be
appreciated.
We hope to have all the permits in place to begin
repairing the tracks this spring. Hopefully, it will
not be much longer before we have the railroad
ready for one of our wonderful public events.

We are taking the time until we have a right-of-way
restored to do an in-depth evaluation of our railcars,
cleaning and painting, and such.
It is the slow season with only one workday a
month, but there is still plenty to do.
Come on by – we’ll have fun.

Fitz

LOS ALTOS HISTORY MUSEUM
by Rhoda Fry
Hi Swanton Fans,
We had a beautiful weekend at the 10th annual
Train Days at the Los Altos History Museum.
Swanton was one of 10 railroad booths, with most
of the booths
being local
model train
clubs.
Geoff and
Bruce attended
both days and
did a heroic
A beautiful pop-up card we received
job in setting
up the booth on Friday afternoon, which included
the SPRR handcar! In addition, we had Marty’s
locomotive banner, two tables, our historical story
boards, information from the 1915 San Francisco
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Panama Pacific International Exposition (where our
trains first ran), small items from the railroad,
brochures and more. Pete helped out on Saturday
and Tony helped out on Sunday. Rhoda helped out
briefly all three days. The weather was balmy and
we had a
great
location
with
dappled
sun. Our
booth was
also part
of the
event’s
passport
where guests came to have their tickets punched
which assured us more visitors.
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OUT ON THE TRACK
by Geoffrey Tobin
Recently there was a crew of volunteers up from
Cal Poly working on projects on the ranch. Among
the projects that received their attention was placing
willow cuttings along Scott’s Creek at Wallet Fill
and Windy Point to promote bank stabilization at
these two areas of concern for potential washouts in
the coming rainy season. The image shows some of
the crew having lunch at Windy Point.
Geoff

Volunteering for Los Altos Train Days was
rewarding in many ways, it:
• provided volunteers with the opportunity to
share the wonders of Swanton Pacific Railroad
and recognize how truly unique it is
• attracted potential new volunteers
• fed volunteers lavishly with dinner Friday, and
breakfast and lunch on Saturday and Sunday, and
snacks at the close of the event.
LAST BUT NOT LEAST, LOS ALTOS TRAIN
DAYS GAVE THE SWANTON PACIFIC
RAILROAD A GENEROUS HONORARIUM!
Rhoda

BUCKEYE TRUCK NEW CONSTRUCTION
by Edgar J Carnegie
This is as a continuation of the Buckeye Truck
Construction as Part I was presented in the last
SPRR Newsletter:
Buckeye truck bolster was the next task to be
undertaken.
Below is the plan of the bolster and the bolster
extensions that connects the truck to the car frame.
The bolster clamps onto the two 3” x 2 ¼” tubing
that extends across the truck into the side members.
The bolster was constructed from 3/8” steel plate
welded up as shown. The bottom plate was then cut
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to allow the unit to be assembled between the side
members.
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Next, the brake beams were constructed from 1”
extra strong pipe, 6 for each truck, see below.

Plan view of the Buckeye Bolster

Plan view of the Buckeye Bolster

After assembly the cut bottom section of the bolster
was bolted in place with 3.5” long 3/8” NC bolts.
Alignment was then checked before the bolts were
tightened.
During construction, in order to maintain the brake
shoe and wheel alignment, a fixture was made from
a wheel set for aligning and clamping the brake
beam in place. This insured that the shoe and the
angle of the wheel were the same.

Installing the Bolster

In order to keep the assembled bolster in place,
spring bundles were installed between the bolster
traverse and the side members, one is shown on the
left side of the photo.

Brake beam attached to wheel set for alignment

After the brake beams were constructed, the hangers
were attached to support the brake beams, from the
side members, in position. Next the brake linkage
and connecting members were installed, see plan
below.
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MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR
Ed Carnegie

Brake actuating levers and linkage

Changing the length of the link between the levers
made an adjustment for each shoe. The overall
slack adjustment is made from the end away from
the truck brake chamber. A manual actuating lever
was placed in line with the brake chamber to be
operated as a parking brake.

Since SPRR’s last newsletter, no “new”
memberships have been received. However, several
of our regular or long-time members have been
renewing their current dues. As of right now,
records show that we have 97 active, or current/paid
volunteers. This number basically coincides with
our organization’s average number of paid
volunteers for the past eight years.
Upon looking at the history of dues paid by our
volunteers, records indicate that many have not paid
dues in a while; i.e., 46 members last paid for 2017,
and 13 for 2016. So if you are not sure what your
dues status may be, please send me an email, &/or
call, and I will confirm that information with you.
(805) 995-3659. ecarnegi@calpoly.edu

DUES FOR 2019
are NOW due and are gladly being accepted.
A new 2019 roster will be compiled based on dues
received. So in order to make sure you will be
included in the 2019 roster, we kindly request that
2019 dues be received by March, 2019.
By paying your dues, not only will you be kept
informed of Swanton happenings, but your
generous support also helps keep the operational,
historical Rail Road alive and active. We therefore
encourage you to fill out the dues form, attach your
check, and mail it back.
Your support to our society is ALWAYS
appreciated.

Brake system in place

The next step of this project will be to make the car
bolster system. That car bolster is currently on the
car being built at the Cal Poly BRAE Shop, and the
air and mechanical linkage between them. So stay
tuned until the next issue.
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PASSED
Bob “Wilkie” Wilkerson
Once again it is
with great sadness
that we report the
passing of another
one of our very
supportive and
formerly active
member, Bob
“Wilkie”
Wilkerson.
For those that may
not have known
Bob, he joined our
organization immediately after attending a BAGR
event we hosted in 1998. From that point on, until
health issues sidetracked and limited his being able
to drive down to Swanton from Burlingame, he was
ALWAYS very positive and most supportive of
Swanton in every phase of its operations. He was
often instrumental in helping out with many of the
“technical electronics” of Swanton operations, but
more so Bob was like a magnet for any dogs
brought on the SPRR grounds. He loved all dogs,
and they in turn stayed close to him. Bob always
enjoyed assisting with meals served either on work
weekends, or at event BBQ’s. He would very rarely
not let a meal go without finishing it off with some
ice-cream, and/or hearing him playing some of his
favorite railroad songs.
“Bob’s earthly race is over, the
curtains round him fall, he’s
been carried on to Glory, on
the Wabash Cannonball.”
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